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Model Configuration	

Domain	 Global tripolar	 Topography based on GEBCO2014+JTOPO30v2	

H. resolution	 1 x 0.5 (0.3 in 10S-10N)	 V. resolution	 60L (2-700m) + BBL (50m)	

SSS	 Restored to the monthly CORE-SSS with a piston velocity of 50m/365day	

Forcing	 CORE v2 (1948〜2009; 62yr) or JRA-55 corrected data (1958〜2014; 57yr)	

Runoff	 CORE v2 ciaf or MATSIRO-CaMaFlood　(preliminary river dataset)	

H. Viscosity	 Smagorinsky-type, harmonic, anisotropic
(viscosity perpendicular to flow is tapered to zero from 5N/S to EQ)	

V. Viscosity	 1cm2/s	

Neutral Physics	 Redi isopycnal diffusion & GM + 3D distribution (KRedi_max=KGM_max=1,500m2/s)	

V. Diffusion	 Based on Decloedt and Luther (2010) 	

ML scheme	 GLS	 Advection	 SOM	

Init. Cond.	 Climatology in January (PHC)	 time step	 20-30min. for baroclinic eqs.

Note that model tuning has been done with the forcing dataset of CORE.	



Experimental design	

¨  The model year starts from 1001.
¨  The model is integrated from a state of rest.
¨  Initial temperature and salinity distributions are based on PHC.
¨  Each experiment is integrated for 5 cycles.
¨  CORE and JRA55v0.4 runs are mainly compared.	

CORE run	

run	

JRA55v0.3 run	

JRA55v0.4 run	

1001	 1285	 1310	
model year	

62yr	

57yr	



Differences of potential temperature and salinity	

Results	



Trend of global mean T/S	

¨  Potential temperature
¤  Cooling trend in all experiments
¤  Stronger trend in JRA runs (especially in JRA55v0.3 run)
¤  CORE and JRA runs show difference inter-cycle variation

¨  Salinity
¤  shows little differences among all experiments	

year	 year	

Global mean potential temperature	 Global mean salinity	



Trend of global mean T (5th cycle)	

¨  Both CORE and JRA55v0.4 runs show abrupt decreases in 
global mean temperature after big eruptions of volcanoes.	

Agung	

Pinatubo 



Trend of global mean T/S	

¨  Potential temperature
¤  Cooling trend in all experiments
¤  Stronger trend in JRA runs (especially in JRA55v0.3 run)
¤  CORE and JRA runs show difference inter-cycle variation

¨  Salinity
¤  shows little differences among all experiments	

year	 year	

Global mean potential temperature	 Global mean salinity	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

warmer	

colder	

colder	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

Cooling trend might result from cooling of bottom and deep waters from the Southern Ocean.	

JRA55v0.4 run	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

Southern Ocean	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

bad 

good 

colder
AABW 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Atlantic	

colder NADW

bad 

good 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

Warm bias of NADW is relaxed in JRA55v0.4 run.	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Pacific	

good 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

Temperature distribution in the surface layer improves in JRA55v0.4 run.	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Southern Ocean	

bad more saline
AAIW 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Atlantic	

fresher
NADW bad 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

Salinity bias of NADW worsens in JRA55v0.4 run.	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Pacific	

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

a)	 b)	 c)	 d)	



Model Bias of SST from PHC	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  warm bias in the western side of East Antarctica
¤  a blue spot near the coast of Chile
¤  better SST in the Tropical Pacific Ocean
¤  better SST in the Southern Ocean except around 

the Drake Passage
¤  better SST in the western coastal regions of N. 

America, S. America and S. Africa	

BiasCORE = SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

BiasJRA55v0.4 = SSTJRA55v0.4 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.4) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SSS from CORE-SSS	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  similar pattern of SSS bias
¤  worse SSS in the Southern Ocean
¤  worse SSS in the central area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the coastal area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the tropics
¤  better SSS in the western coastal regions of 

N. America, S. America and S. Africa

SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

SSTJRA55v0.4 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.4) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Potential temperature and salinity	

¨  Global mean T shows …
¤  cooling trend in all runs, especially strong in JRA runs
¤  abrupt decreases after big eruptions of volcanoes in CORE & JRA55v0.4 runs

¨  In JRA55v0.4 run, 
¤  cold bias worsens for AABW (leads to cooling trend of global mean T)
¤  warm bias is reduced but fresh bias worsens for NADW
¤  AAIW becomes more saline
¤  Temperature bias is reduced in the surface layer of the Pacific Ocean
¤  SST & SSS become better in the western coastal region of N. & S. America, 

and S. Africa (probably due to the change in the correction method)
¤  SST & SSS become better in the Tropics
¤  SST (SSS) becomes better (worse) in the Southern Ocean
¤  SSS becomes better (worse) in the coastal (central) area of the Arctic Ocean	



Differences of sea ice, MLD and ideal age tracer	

Results	



Sea-ice extent in 5th cycle	

¨  Our model underestimates 
summer sea-ice extent in SH
¤  much smaller in JRA55v0.4 run

¨  Both runs well represent sea-ice 
extent in NH and winter SH

¨  Arctic sea ice reduction in 
summer over recent years is well 
represented in JRA55v0.4 run

Summer	

Winter	

Black lines:
Sea Ice Index provided by 
National Snow and Ice Data Center


Solid lines : Northern Hemisphere (NH)
Dashed lines: Southern Hemisphere (SH)
Summer : JAS for NH, JFM for SH
Winter : JFM for NH, JAS for SH

CORE   JRA55v0.4  Sea Ice Index 

CORE   JRA55v0.4  Sea Ice Index 



Compactness of sea ice (1958-2009)	

Black line：Compactness of 0.15 in the HadISST climatology

JRA55v0.4	 CORE	

CORE run and JRA55v0.4 run show similar compactness of sea ice.	

Polynya disappears around Oates, 
George V and Adélie coasts



Compactness of sea ice	

Compactness in NH in winter …
•  increases around the edge of sea-ice

Compactness in NH in summer …
•  increases in the eastern side of the 

Arctic Ocean
•  decreases around Canadian Arctic 

Archipelago

Compactness in SH in winter …
•  decreases around the edge of sea-ice
•  increases in the coastal region of East 

Antarctica

Compactness in SH in summer …
•  increases in Weddell and Ross Seas
•  decreases in the coastal region of 

East Antarctica

JRA55v0.4 - CORE	



Mixed Layer Depth in winter	

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	

Ｃ	

CORE	

shallower in
Norwegian Sea	

deeper in
Weddell & 
 Ross Seas	

deeper around 
East Antarctica	

shallower around Oates, 
George V and Adélie coasts



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (bottom)	

¨  Right figure shows observed CFC concentration in 
AABW layer

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  younger AABW in Atlantic sector
¤  younger dense water along the coast of East Antarctica
¤  older AABW in Australian Antarctic Basin

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	CORE	

Orsi et al. (1999)	



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (2000m)	

older	

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	CORE	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows older water masses in the 
Arctic & North Atlantic Oceans.
¤  weaker ventilation
¤  might affect the magnitude of MOC in N. Atlantic



Sea ice, MLD and ideal age tracer	

¨  Our model underestimates summer sea-ice extent in SH
¨  Both CORE & JRA55v0.4 runs well represent sea-ice extent in NH and winter SH
¨  JRA55v0.4 run …

¤  well reproduces temporal change in sea-ice extent there over recent years
¤  shows better sea-ice compactness distribution in summer NH
¤  shows higher compactness around Adélie coast (polynya found in CORE run disappears)

n  DSW formation is shut down there and MLD becomes shallower in JRA55v0.4 run
n  Bottom water in Australian Antarctic Basin becomes older probably because of disappearance of this polynya

¤  shows deeper MLD along other coasts of East Antarctica
n  Younger DSWs are found there, which might be consistent with CFC distribution in AABW layer

¤  shows deeper MLD in Weddell & Ross Seas
n  Younger AABW in Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean
n  indicates strong ventilation there

¤  shows shallower MLD in Norwegian Sea
n  leads to older water masses in Arctic and N. Atlantic Oceans



Differences of Meridional Overturning Circulation	

Results	



MOC [CORE run]	

NA-MOC
¤  associated with NADW 

formation

PAC-MOC
¤  anti-clockwise cell in the 

Indian + Pacific Oceans

SO-MOC
¤  associated with AABW 

formation	

Residual MOC: (resolved velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



MOC [JRA55v0.4 run]	

Residual MOC: (resolved velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

NA-MOC
¤  weaker in JRA55v0.4 run

PAC-MOC
¤  similar in magnitude

SO-MOC
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.4 run	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



MOC [JRA55v0.4 run]	

Residual MOC: (resolved velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

NA-MOC
¤  weaker in JRA55v0.4 run

PAC-MOC
¤  similar in magnitude

SO-MOC
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.4 run


5th cycle: 1958-2009	



MOC & ACC transport	
CORE      JRA55v0.3   JRA55v0.4 

increasing trend in all experiments	

decreasing trend in all experiments	

increasing trend in all experiments	



MOC & ACC transport (5th cycle)	

14.8 Sv 

14.5 Sv 
14.5 SV 

-6.5 Sv 

-9.2 Sv 
-8.2 Sv 

-6.7 Sv 

-7.7 Sv 
-6.9 Sv 

153.0 Sv 

159.0 Sv 
152.4 Sv 

Average

CORE      JRA55v0.3   JRA55v0.4 

Average

Average

Average

1958	 2009	 1958	 2009	

double peaks	

single peak	

Weddell polynya
   in 1979/1980	

keep increasing	

flat	

due to strong 
 convection ?	



Meridional Overturning Circulation	

¨  NA-MOC
¤  weaker in JRA55v0.4 run

¨  PAC-MOC
¤  decreasing trend (possibly due to insufficient vertical mixing)
¤  similar in magnitude between CORE and JRA55v0.4 runs

¨  SO-MOC
¤  increasing trend
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.4 run

n  consistent with stronger ventilation in Weddell & Ross Seas
¨  ACC

¤  increasing trend
¤  similar in magnitude between CORE and JRA55v0.4 runs	



Summary	

¨  MRI.COM is driven with datasets of CORE and corrected JRA-55 
products.

¨  Use of v0.4 leads to better results in our model (not v0.3)
¤  JRA55v0.3 run shows …

n  strong cooling trend of global mean potential temperature
n  overestimated ACC transport and its strong increasing trend

¤  Probably due to strong ventilation especially in the Weddell Sea

¨  Differences due to the use of JRA-55v0.4 are ...
¤  shallower MLD in Norwegian Sea, weaker ventilation in Arctic & N. Atlantic
¤  less NADW formation, slightly weaker NA-MOC

¤  disappearance of large polynya around Adélie coast
¤  older bottom waters in Australian Antarctic Basin
¤  deeper MLD and stronger ventilation in Weddell & Ross Seas, and the coastal 

region around East Antarctica
¤  more AABW formation, stronger SO-MOC



Summary	

¨  In JRA55v0.4 run, …
¤  SST & SSS become better in the western coastal region of N. & S. America, and 

S. Africa (probably due to change in the correction method)
¤  SST becomes better in the tropical Pacific, the Southern Ocean
¤  SSS becomes better in the Tropics, the coastal area of the Arctic
¤  SSS becomes worse in the Southern Ocean, the central area of the Arctic

¤  sea-ice extent in SH is underestimated in summer
n   it is also under estimated in CORE run

¤  temporal changes of sea-ice extent over recent years is well reproduced in NH 
and winter SH

¤  our model shows better distribution of sea-ice compactness than in CORE run

¨  Overall, CORE and JRA55v0.4 show similar performance in driving 
eddyless global ocean model.



Supplemental material	



Model Bias of sea-ice compactness from HadISST	

JRA55v0.4	 CORE	



Sea-ice extent CORE v.s. JRA55	

Summer	

Winter	

[Summer]
•  JAS for Northern Hemisphere
•  JFM for Southern Hemisphere

[Winter]
•  JFM for Northern Hemisphere
•  JAS for Southern Hemisphere

Solid lines : Northern Hemisphere
Dashed lines : Southern Hemisphere

JRA run shows less sea-ice extent 
 except for in NH in winter



Sea-ice coverage CORE v.s. JRA55	

Summer	

Winter	

The exp. with JRA55 shows 
 less sea-ice except for in NH in winter 
 
[Summer] 
•  JAS for Northern Hemisphere 
•  JFM for Southern Hemisphere 

[Winter] 
•  JFM for Northern Hemisphere 
•  JAS for Southern Hemisphere 

Solid lines  : Northern Hemisphere 
Dashed lines  : Southern Hemisphere 



GONDOLA_100 
 (eddy-less model)	

GONDOLA_010 
 (eddy-resolving model)	



CORE v.s. JRA55v0.3 v.s. JRA55v0.4	

Supplemental material	



MOC [CORE run]	

NA-MOC
¤  associated with NADW 

formation

PAC-MOC
¤  anti-clockwise cell in the 

Indian + Pacific Oceans

SO-MOC
¤  associated with AABW 

formation	

Residual MOC: (mean velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



MOC [JRA55v0.4 run]	

Residual MOC: (mean velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

NA-MOC
¤  weaker in JRA55v0.3 run

PAC-MOC
¤  similar in magnitude

SO-MOC
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.3 run	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



MOC [JRA55v0.3 run]	

Residual MOC: (mean velocity) + (bolus velocity due to mesoscale eddies)
Note: Mixed layer eddy parameterization is not used here.	

NA-MOC
¤  weaker in JRA55v0.3 run

PAC-MOC
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.3 run

SO-MOC
¤  stronger in JRA55v0.3 run	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SST from PHC	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  warm bias in the western side of East Antarctica
¤  a blue spot near the coast of Chile
¤  better SST in the Tropical Pacific Ocean
¤  better SST in the Southern Ocean except around 

the Drake Passage
¤  better SST in the western coastal regions of N. 

America, S. America and S. Africa	

BiasCORE = SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

BiasJRA55v0.4 = SSTJRA55v0.4 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.4) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SST from PHC	

¨  JRA55v0.3 run shows …
¤  warm bias in the western side of East Antarctica
¤  a blue spot near the coast of Chile
¤  better SST in the Tropical Pacific Ocean
¤  better SST in the Southern Ocean except around 

the Drake Passage
¤  better SST in the western coastal regions of N. 

America, S. America and S. Africa	

BiasCORE = SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

BiasJRA55v0.3 = SSTJRA55v0.3 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.3) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SST from PHC	

¨  JRA55v0.2 run shows …
¤  warm bias in the western side of East Antarctica
¤  a blue spot near the coast of Chile
¤  better SST in the Tropical Pacific Ocean
¤  better SST in the Southern Ocean except around 

the Drake Passage
¤  better SST in the western coastal regions of N. 

America, S. America and S. Africa	

BiasCORE = SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

BiasJRA55v0.2 = SSTJRA55v0.2 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.2) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SSS from CORE-SSS	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  similar pattern of SSS bias
¤  worse SSS in the Southern Ocean
¤  worse SSS in the central area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the coastal area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the tropics
¤  better SSS in the western coastal regions of 

N. America, S. America and S. Africa

SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

SSTJRA55v0.4 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.4) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of SSS from CORE-SSS	

¨  JRA55v0.3 run shows …
¤  similar pattern of SSS bias
¤  worse SSS in the Southern Ocean
¤  worse SSS in the central area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the coastal area of the Arctic
¤  better SSS in the tropics
¤  better SSS in the western coastal regions of 

N. America, S. America and S. Africa

SSTCORE - SSTPHC	

SSTJRA55v0.3 - SSTPHC	

abs(BiasJRA55v0.3) -  abs(BiasCORE)	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

Southern Ocean	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

bad 

good 

colder
AABW 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

Southern Ocean	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

bad 

good 

colder
AABW 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Atlantic	

colder
NADW 

bad 

good 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	

Atlantic	

colder
NADW 

bad 

good 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Pacific	

good 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean T from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	

Pacific	

good 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Southern Ocean	

bad more saline
AAIW 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Southern Ocean	

bad more saline
AAIW 

bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Atlantic	

fresher
NADW bad 

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	

Atlantic	

fresher
NADW bad 

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

abs(bias) - abs(bias)	bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	 abs(bias) - abs(bias)	

Pacific	

bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.4 - TCORE	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	



Model Bias of zonal mean S from PHC	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	

Pacific	

5th cycle: 1958-2009	

abs(bias) - abs(bias)	bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	 TJRA55v0.3 - TCORE	



Sea-ice extent in 5th cycle	

¨  Our model underestimates 
summer sea-ice extent in SH
¤  much smaller in JRA55v0.4 run

¨  Both runs well represent sea-ice 
extent in NH and winter SH

¨  Arctic sea ice reduction in 
summer over recent years is well 
represented in JRA55v0.4 run

Summer	

Winter	

Black lines:
Sea Ice Index proposed by 
National Snow and Ice Data Center


Solid lines : Northern Hemisphere (NH)
Dashed lines: Southern Hemisphere (SH)
Summer : JAS for NH, JFM for SH
Winter : JFM for NH, JAS for SH

CORE   JRA55v0.2   JRA55v0.3   JRA55v0.4  Sea Ice Index 

CORE   JRA55v0.2   JRA55v0.3   JRA55v0.4  Sea Ice Index 



Compactness of sea ice (1958-2009)	

Black line：Compactness of 0.15 in the HadISST climatology

JRA55v0.4	 CORE	

CORE run and JRA55v0.4 run show similar compactness of sea ice.	



Compactness of sea ice (1958-2009)	

Black line：Compactness of 0.15 in the HadISST climatology

JRA55v0.3	 CORE	

CORE run and JRA55v0.3 run show similar compactness of sea ice.	



Compactness of sea ice	

Compactness in NH in winter …
•  increases around the edge of sea-ice

Compactness in NH in summer …
•  increases in the eastern side of the 

Arctic Ocean

Compactness in SH in winter …
•  reduces around the edge of sea-ice
•  increases in the coastal region of East 

Antarctica

Compactness in SH in summer …
•  increases in Weddell and Ross Seas
•  decreases in the coastal region of 

East Antarctica

JRA55v0.4 - CORE	



Compactness of sea ice	

Compactness in NH in winter …
•  increases around the edge of sea-ice

Compactness in NH in summer …
•  increases in the eastern side of the 

Arctic Ocean

Compactness in SH in winter …
•  reduces around the edge of sea-ice
•  increases in the coastal region of East 

Antarctica

Compactness in SH in summer …
•  increases in Weddell and Ross Seas
•  decreases in the coastal region of 

East Antarctica

JRA55v0.3 - CORE	



Mixed Layer Depth in winter	

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	

Ｃ	

CORE	

shallower in
Norwegian Sea	

deeper in
Weddell & 
 Ross Seas	

deeper around 
East Antarctica	

shallower around Oates, 
George V and Adélie coasts



Mixed Layer Depth in winter	

JRA55v0.3	 JRA55v0.3 - CORE	

Ｃ	

CORE	

shallower in
Norwegian Sea	

deeper in
Weddell & 
 Ross Seas	

deeper around 
East Antarctica	

shallower around Oates, 
George V and Adélie coasts



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (bottom)	

¨  Right figure shows observed CFC concentration in 
AABW layer

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  younger AABW in Atlantic sector
¤  younger dense water along the coast of East Antarctica
¤  older AABW in Australian Antarctic Basin

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	CORE	

Orsi et al. (1999)	



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (bottom)	

¨  Right figure shows observed CFC concentration in 
AABW layer

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows …
¤  younger AABW in Atlantic sector
¤  younger dense water along the coast of East Antarctica
¤  older AABW in Australian Antarctic Basin

JRA55v0.3	 JRA55v0.3 - CORE	CORE	

Orsi et al. (1999)	



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (2000m)	

older	

JRA55v0.4	 JRA55v0.4 - CORE	CORE	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows older water masses in the 
Arctic & North Atlantic Oceans.
¤  weaker ventilation
¤  consistent with smaller NA-MOC in JRA55v0.4 run



Age tracer in Dec. 1285 (2000m)	

older	

JRA55v0.3	 JRA55v0.3 - CORE	CORE	

¨  JRA55v0.4 run shows older water masses in the 
Arctic & North Atlantic Oceans.
¤  weaker ventilation
¤  consistent with smaller NA-MOC in JRA55v0.4 run



Eastward velocity along EQ 	

Johnson et al. (2002)	

JRA55v0.4	 CORE	

5th cycle: 1985-2000	

JRA55v0.3	



Eastward velocity along EQ 	

¨  Both runs show EUC over 100 cm/s
¨  EUC flows at shallower depths in 

JRA55v0.4 run

Johnson et al. (2002)	

JRA55v0.4	 CORE	

5th cycle: 1985-2000	



Potential temperature along EQ	

Warm bias 
reduces	

Cold bias 
gets worse	

Temperature (PHC)	 Temperature (JRA55v0.4)	 Temperature (CORE)	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	bias = TJRA55v0.4 - TPHC	

5th cycle: 1985-2000	



Potential temperature along EQ	

Warm bias 
reduces	

Cold bias 
gets worse	

Temperature (PHC)	 Temperature (JRA55v0.3)	 Temperature (CORE)	

bias = TCORE - TPHC	bias = TJRA55v0.3 - TPHC	

5th cycle: 1985-2000	


